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Introduction
Just what kind of traction has this sprawling landmass of
Africa gained on my psyche?
A lot….. And yet, here I am, living way out, deep in the
diaspora.
I was born into a land that was crying out for its freedom.
The land I talk of was spread across four different shades
of British colonial Africa. That is, if you call Rhodesia and
Zimbabwe different countries. South Africa, Northern Rhodesia
and Southern Rhodesia were all to fall, much later, in one way or
another. But I was brought up in a way that was in total denial of
the potency of those forces yearning for release. And even I, from
a monumentally ordinary family, in a home without bookshelves,
had my own little quest.
I wanted to discover the real nature of the place that I lived
in and at the same time to be the person I really was. Yet this quest
has taken a long time to articulate.

v

Prologue
Germiston, South Africa
1947
Now put your slippers nice and neatly under your bed. Just
like I showed you last night.......” I knelt down at the side of my
bed in my blue and white pyjamas and carefully arranged my felt
slippers parallel to one another, their pom-poms facing towards
me.
“No, no, my boy......that’s not how I showed you. They
should be the other way around so that the pom-poms are right
under the bed.”
I silently reversed them so that now it was only the heels
peeping out.
“Let me see if you remember how to kneel for saying your
prayers........You’re a clever boy! Put your hands together and
close your eyes.
“Gentle Jesus meek and mild........”
“Gentle Jesus meek and mild........” I repeated
“Look upon a little child..........”
I went through my prayers, ending with the usual, “God
bless Mommy and Daddy and Rupert and Nanny and Grandpain-Germiston and Nanny-in-Port Alfred and Uncle Albert.........”
This time I hurriedly added a silent addendum of my own,
“And please, God, let me grow up quickly. So when I am in the
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playground I will be able to push the merry-go-round myself and
then jump on when it’s moving, like all the other children.”
My most fervent wish was for the freedom to do my own
pushing and running and then take that flying leap onto the
rotating platform. I needed to generate that force myself. And
spring on when I felt ready. Instead I had to stand on a stationary
merry-go-round and wait for others to propel me around the axis.
I longed to submit myself to the centrifugal force that flings me out
into the universe and frees me from other peoples’ overweening
sense of my own vulnerability.
That wayward spark that ignited an impulse and sent it
spinning around enabled me to experience that special “me-ness.”
And I liked it. If it wasn’t there I would pout my lips in a sulk.
When my mother left my room I leaned over the bed and
turned the slippers around so that the pom-poms peeped out at
me again.
One of my earliest memories was my Dad handing me a
shoe box. “It’s yours….You need to look through that little hole
in the end. Hold it up to the light.” I did. And saw an illuminated
magical wonderland. My father had made it out of bits and pieces
of cardboard, cotton wool and a few plastic figures. To me it was a
treasure beyond comprehension. All the more surprising, perhaps
from a dad, who had been through the Great Depression and the
Second World War. What I saw in that shoe box would have great
effect on the rest of my life. The effects were not foreseen by my
father. And he would mount roadblocks in their way.
In those days No. 24 Elsburg Road, Germiston (just east
of Johannesburg) was the centre of our universe. It was my
grandparents’ house. That morning the hat and coat stand stood
in the passage, as usual, like a traffic cop indicating who was in
and who was out. Uncle Willy, just then, was very much in. It
propped up khaki and navy blue peaked caps and an elaborate
white helmet, all issued by the South African Police. Grandpa’s
old gardening cloth cap hung there, but the absence of his good
one meant that he was out at Chubbs Safes where he worked as a
storeman. Several scarves adorned this obliging wooden figure.
Uncle Willy, in immaculate navy blue uniform with silver
buttons, walked over and picked up the navy blue cap from the
stand, “Well, Raymond, are you ready?”
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I nodded.
“You know where we’re going, don’t you?” he asked bending
down to get onto my eye level.
I nodded again as I looked below the peak of his cap into his
ruddy, comfortable face. I couldn’t say anything, because I was
too excited. He was taking me off to see my mother and the new
baby that she had hatched.
I climbed up onto the front seat with him in the police van
that he had borrowed to pick up my mother, Rose, and my new
brother, Marvin, from the hospital.
I had to wait in the van until my uncle brought them out.
When I saw her come down the front steps and up to the van
carrying a little bundle in a blanket it was like she carried her
own heart, wrapped carefully and cradled in her arms. She got
in, pulled aside the cover, and we both looked at it together for
some while.
“That’s your brother. Do you know that?”
I nodded.
It was 1947. That same year I remember gathering on the
curb-side with my grandmother, and my two aunts, Catherine
and Joan. This was in President Street, around the corner from the
fire station, where Uncle Joe worked. There was quite a mob lining
the pavements, and many truck loads of black policeman in khaki
uniform. We were all there to see the head of the Empire. The King
and Queen were coming to town with their two enchantresses in
tow, Elizabeth and Margaret.
Aunty Catherine hoiked me onto her shoulders when finally
it seemed that the royal entourage was about to materialize. Over
the heads of the crowds, I could see a line of cars speeding towards
us. The crowd became restless, almost panicky. People cheered,
squawked, yelled, some in triumph, others in confusion.
“Take your hat off, Raymond, and wave it at them!” shouted
Aunty Catherine to me, from underneath. I removed my little
white, cloth hat, but I refused to wave it at anybody. Not because I
was expressing republican sentiments or anything like that. I just
felt I would look silly. Amidst all this confusion I couldn’t work
out in which car the King and Queen were riding. I think it was
the open green MG, but they were going so fast I couldn’t tell.
Afterwards, on the way home, the three women sorted it all
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out to their own satisfaction. They were quite sure that the King
and his Queen were in the MG and that the princesses followed in
the car behind. Amongst their collective memory they managed
to dress the whole family, and having done that they felt their act
of homage had been thoroughly worth it.
At about the age of five I climbed up our big fig tree in our
backyard, in Verdun Road, just around the corner from No.24.
Marvin was toddling around below. I was about to demonstrate a
new skill. To do this I pinned a large fig leaf to each of my sleeves.
“Okay, now I am going to show you how to fly. I won’t go far. I’ll
just go around the yard and come back.”
After getting into a springing position a motherly voice rang
out, “Raymond! Get down out of that tree, this moment. I don’t
want to see you up there again!”
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PART 1
Across Gondwanaland
Johannesburg, 1976
Canberra, 1977/80
Sydney, 1980/2
Harare, 1982/86
The Zambezi Valley, 1984/85

Chapter 1
In 1976 I went back to my country of birth. From the third floor
control room I looked down through a glass window into a
“shoebox” shaped room below. This was my playground. And
there was a team of people to help me arrange the light, sound,
furniture and characters as I saw fit. I had landed a job with the
South African Broadcasting Corporation producing children’s
television programs. Being appointed by the state broadcaster
was no foregone conclusion, because of my previous activism
in the National Union of South African Students. But they did
appoint me. Before going over I had an idea that things were
liberalizing a bit over there.
RADIO and TV magazine ran an article stating “Producer
(of “Everywhere Express”) traveled a long way from Germiston
to find journey’s end in Auckland Park.” But this was by no means
“journey’s end” for me.
Towards the end of the year from my 14th floor office I used
to watch the smoke rising close to the horizon. This was the work
of the South African security forces quelling the protests in Soweto
of those who wanted equal rights. On one particular day I was
walking down the corridors of power on the way to a meeting
when I overheard a senior executive say, “Ag, the problem is we
are not killing enough Blacks. We need to kill some more. Then
they will learn their lesson.”
I had a sense that if I stayed on in this country and spoke
my mind, I and even my family could be in danger. My family
comprised my wife, Glenda, 18 month old Ben and 3 week old
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Luke. Also, I was running into editorial problems over the series
of “Everywhere Express” I produced. I found their objections
absurd and refused to make changes.
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So, I ended up in another corner of the British Commonwealth.
In the safe haven of Canberra I worked in educational media and
crossed over to Channel 7 where I initiated children’s TV.
Oddly enough,
there was no evidence of
racial tension in any of the
circles in which I was operating in Australia. Up
until then I had never actually met an Aboriginal.
Occasionally, if the issue
came up with a friend I
would say, “Somehow I
think Australia is even
more racist than South
Africa”. The proverbial
jaw usually dropped at
this. “In South Africa they
never actually attempted
genocide. Of course,
Whites were always outnumbered there”. It is
only in very recent times
that the media (ABC and
SBS) have really come to
reveal the extraordinary
history of the destruction
of Aboriginal culture.
But in 1979 I was
intent on watching the
brinkmanship back across
the Indian Ocean on the
ABC News. This was
happening, north of the
Limpopo River in Rhodesia, a former stamping ground of mine. Ian
Smith and his army were
fighting the Black liberaSeries of articles for The Star, Jan 1977.
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tionist led by Robert Mugabe. Just watching the news reports was
a harrowing experience. How long could the Black liberationists
sustain the operation when the kill rate was frequently at a ratio
of 20 to 1 in favour of the White settlers?
If I was rooted anywhere it was probably in Southern Africa.
So I felt I had a stake in the dynamics of the conflict between
the British settlers and the indigenous people. For a long time I
felt justice lay on the side of the Blacks. But at the time the odds
seemed to be so loaded against them. Perhaps I, too, was taken in
by some of the truisms held by much of the White minority that
the Blacks would never take over.
The events that unfolded over the next year or so were
astonishing. The kill rate seemed to even up ever so slightly. And
Lord Carrington started to talk about some sort of peace process.
Mugabe popped up in London and referred to “The Good Lord”
and his settlement proposals. Lo and Behold, a settlement was
reached. Elections were to be held under the conditions of
universal sufferidge. But the Black liberation fighters all had
to lay down their arms before-hand. Would they honour this
agreement?
There they came, out of the bush into the collecting points,
chanting war songs in the vernacular that were none too flattering
of the White rulers. Clearly, Mugabe and comrades were banking
on winning the elections. And so was Ian Smith and he had a
strategy. The Rhodesian Front would run their candidates and
he would get Western backing for a black stooge candidate in the
way of Bishop Abel Muzorewa .
Mugabe’s Zanu PF (Patriotic Front) won hands down in
Mashonaland and ZAPU got the seats in Matabeleland. In April,
1980 Mugabe headed the first democratically elected government
in Rhodesia and changed its name to Zimbabwe.
In 1981 I decided to diversify my professional life and forgo
financial stability. I had recently resigned from my fulltime position
as a television producer with Channel 7. And now I was resigning
my drama/media teaching post at Melba High. As I headed for
Sydney I watched the skyline of Canberra in my rearview mirror
disappear amongst the bluegums. “Perhaps that’s the last time I
will see the Australian Capital Territory,” I thought to myself. I
knew I was leaving a well upholstered rut.
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My wife, Glenda, and two sons joined me in a flat in the
trendy suburb of Glebe. I had got together a collection of freelance
jobs, all of which I rather enjoyed. However, sometimes the hours
were a bit hectic. During one period I was off to my 9 to 4 job
producing “The Children of The Wolf” for a loose company I had
formed called “The Glebe Theatre Project” for the Sydney Fringe
Festival. Then on some days I would go off to the Sydney Institute
of Technology to lecture in Media from 5 till 7pm. Between 9 and
10pm off to the radio station 2SER to produce and train people
from CARE and Amnesty International in broadcasting. At
11pm I began rehearsals for a stage production of “The Diary of
Anne Frank” at the Ensemble Theatre in North Sydney. The cast
were members of the theatre school and we only had access to
the theatre facilities after hours. I headed back home to Glebe at
2am.
The following day started again at 9am with “Children of
the Wolf.” However, the 14 hour day only occurred twice a week.
The other 3 days were only 10 or 11 hours.
One particular very ordinary afternoon sticks out for me. I
had collected Luke from preschool and we were walking along
Glebe Point Road when he muttered something. “Luke, I am up
here. And you are down there. You need to look up at me if you
want me to hear you. Now, what is it you were saying?”
“Dad…I am going to love you… even after you are dead.”
There was no explanation for this statement. And it remains
the most generous thing anybody has ever said to me.
Back on the African front armed conflict was now going
on between the two major Black liberation arms – ZAPU led by
Joshua Nkomo and Mugabe’s ZANU. Mugabe was making a lot
of use of the Fifth Brigade trained by the North Koreans known
for their uncompromising tactics.
However, as far as I could see, this seemed to be confined
to Matabeleland in the south. A whole new vista did seem to be
opening up. Africa run by the Africans! And why not?
One morning in July, 1982, I couldn’t resist it any longer. I
picked up the phone and dialed the code for Harare in Zimbabwe.
“Put me through to the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation,
please,” I asked the operator.
“Good morning, this is the ZBC. Can I help you?”
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“Yes, can you put me through to the Director General’s
office, please…?”
“Hello, Director General’s office here.”
“Good morning, this is a call from Australia for the Director
General.”
“Oh, hold on please….Excuse me, sir, this is a call from
Australia for you.”
“Good morning, Comrade Kangai speaking.”
“Good morning, Mr Kangai, this is Raymond Spenser
speaking from Australia. I am a television producer with
experience of working for the ABC and Channel 7. I am a former
resident of Rhodesia and I am interested in working for your
corporation.” I avoided any mention of my work at SATV.
“So, you’re an experienced producer are you?”
“Yes, I am. And I am very interested in working with the
ZBC.”
“Well, there is nothing much we can do with you over there.
You need to come over here, so we can talk about it. Can you
come over here?”
“Yes, I can.”
“Well, let me know when you arrive so we can arrange a
meeting.”
On the strength of that I flew over to Zimbabwe.
I went through the army checkpoint at the entrance to the
Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation in Harare and got ushered
into Comrade Kangai’s office. We had an affable conversation. At
the end of the meeting he walked over to a large glass window
overlooking the car park, “Come and have a look at this, Mr
Spenser.”
I joined him at the window, but could see nothing other
than a line of people getting onto a bus. “That’s what we are
doing for the workers. That bus is supplied free of charge by the
government. It brings them in every day from Mbare.”
“Mmm... very nice,” I said artlessly. I must have appeared
rather non-plussed at this. But, of course, I was in a Marxist
country and this is probably the sort of thing one did.
“Now, I have an appointment for you to see the Director of
Television, Cde Grey Tichatonga. He’ll be waiting for you right
now. If you go over to the television building his secretary will
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meet you at the front door.”
The Director still used his “chimurenga” name. These
were assumed names that Black insurgents used during the war.
“Tichatonga” in Shona means “We shall rule.”
I have never met a more striking individual: early thirties,
handsome, incisive. Half way through the interview I interjected
“….Excuse me, Mr. Tichatonga, I would like to say a few words
about politics. Several years ago I was called up to fight for Ian
Smith. But I refused to join up, because I always considered justice
to be on the side of the liberationists.”
Power sat easily with this man. He was somebody you
wanted to be trusted by. He sat back in his chair, his immaculately
cut grey suit jacket, open, revealing the form of a lithe body
underneath his shirt. It was as though he was conscious of the
lustre he gave to his clothes as he changed his body position. He
casually fiddled with his pen, but listened carefully as I spoke.
It was a point that I wanted to make, although I was
sufficiently well qualified in terms of television production
and lecturing experience for a position, without any political
statements. Under the White regime it had been taboo for most
people, Black or White, to discuss politics. Comrade Tichatonga
added nothing to what I said.
“I want to recommend to the Board that they appoint you
Head of Television Production. Now, you were showing me
some references and you had a copy of a half page newspaper
advertisement for a television workshop you had run. It would
help if I could show it to the Board when I talk to them. Can you
let me have it?” he asked.
“Oh, that....um,.. I think it’s my only copy, so I’d rather not
let that out of my hands.”
“That’s quite alright,” he said immediately. “Well, we’ll let
you know the decision after the Board meeting.
He showed me out, but I knew I had played a ridiculous
card in not handing over that original newspaper ad. I felt like I
had several holes in my foot.
After my interview in Harare, (which at Jan Smuts airport
in Johannesburg, they still called Salisbury) I flew back to Glebe
to consider my offer of a producership with ZTV.
Back home a friend of mine rang and Luke picked up the
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phone. “ ullo, Luke, is your dad back from Africa yet?”
“ es he is,” he said with a slight lisp.
And tell me, has he changed at all since he left Australia?”
Luke thought this over for a while, “Well.... yes. e is a bit
blacker.”
Buy the Kindle version at:http://www.amazon.com/Goodbye-Africa-ebook/dp/B0045J
K3AE/ref
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